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Abstract
We present a new method for searching optimal hy-
perparameters among several tasks and several criteria.
Multi-Task Multi Criteria method (MTMC) provides several
Pareto-optimal solutions, among which one solution is se-
lected with given criteria significance coefficients. The arti-
cle begins with a mathematical formulation of the problem
of choosing optimal hyperparameters. Then, the steps of the
MTMC method that solves this problem are described. The
proposed method is evaluated on the image classification
problem using a convolutional neural network. The article
presents optimal hyperparameters for various criteria sig-
nificance coefficients.
1. Introduction
Hyperparametric optimization [10] is an important com-
ponent in the implementation of machine learning models
(for example, logistic regression, neural networks, SVM,
gradient boosting, etc.) in solving various tasks, such as
classification, regression, ranking, etc. The problem is how
to choose the optimal parameters when a trained model is
evaluated using several sets and several criteria.
This article describes an approach to solving the problem
described above. We will present the results of experiments
on the selection of hyperparameters obtained using the pro-
posed approach (MTMC) with various criteria significance
coefficients.
The article is organized as follows. First, we discuss re-
lated work in Section 2. Section 3 describes the proposed
method. Section 4 presents the results of experiments on
the selection of optimal hyperparameters. Section 5 con-
tains the conclusion and future work.
2. Related Work
The problem of choosing optimal hyperparameters has
long been known. Existing methods for solving this prob-
lem give both the single optimal solution, and several ones.
In [12], a Pareto optimization method is proposed, in
which the optimal solution is given for several problems
simultaneously. This method consists in minimizing the
weighted sum of loss functions for each of the tasks. [8]
describes the Pareto optimization method, which gives an
optimal solution according to several criteria based on gra-
dient descent, and this optimization is also carried out in the
learning process. In [11], the search for a Pareto-optimal
solution is carried out according to several criteria. The
method in [5] gives optimal hyperparameters using back
propagation through the Cholesky decomposition. In [7],
optimization is performed using a random choice of hy-
perparameters based on the expected improvement crite-
rion. [6] proposes method of hyperparametric optimization
based on random search in the space of hyperparameters.
In [14], search for optimal hyperparameters is carried out
using Bayesian optimization.
The novelty of MTMC method:
1. Optimization is carried out simultaneously according
to several criteria and several tasks with setting the signifi-
cance of the criteria.
2. The choice of optimal hyperparameters is provided
after training and evaluation, which eliminates the need to
re-train the model.
3. The proposed method does not need to be trained.
3. Optimization of Hyperparameters Accord-
ing to Several Tasks and Several Criteria
First, we describe the mathematical problem that MTMC
solves, then we present the steps performed in MTMC.
3.1. Formalization of the problem
In the proposed method, the model is evaluated on sev-
eral test sets (tasks) T . The problem of finding a minimum
for tasks T is known as minimizing the expected value of
empirical risk [16].
The choosing optimal hyperparameters is formalized as
follows:
θ = argmin
θ∈Θ
Eτ [L(θ, ϕ)] (1)
where Θ the set of all hyperparameters, θ the selected op-
timal hyperparameters, ϕ the vector of significance coef-
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ficients of the criteria, L(·) the estimation function of the
model with the given hyperparameters θ and the coefficients
ϕ, τ the task for which optimization is performed.
The developed method gives a solution to the prob-
lem (1).
3.2. Description of MTMC
According to (1), the developed method should fulfill the
following requirements:
1) the method should solve the minimization problem;
2) the significance of each criterion is determined by the
vector of coefficients ϕ (the higher the coefficient, the more
important the corresponding criterion).
We denote the test sample of the task τ :
xi ∼ D, i = 1 . . . Ntask (2)
where xi the ith test set has the distribution D, Ntask the
number of tasks.
Before choosing hyperparameters, for modelM we ob-
tain an evaluation matrix for the test set xi and the given
evaluation criteria:
V =M (xi; Θ) (3)
M (xi; Θ) :: (Rxsise ,RNparameter×Ncombination)→ RNcombination×Ncriteria
(4)
whereM(·) the model function that transforms the given
set xi and with the given hyperparameters Θ into the eval-
uation matrix V , Ncriteria the number of criteria, xsize the
dimension of the test set, Nparameter the number of hyperpa-
rameters, Ncombination the number of hyperparameter com-
binations.
Then, the function L is calculated for each set xi, which
is formally described as follows:
L(·;Θ, ϕ) = E(V ;ϕ) (5)
E(V ;ϕ) :: (RNcriteria ,RNcriteria )→ R1 (6)
MTMC method gives Pareto optimal solutions in which
the following steps are performed:
1. The vectors from the evaluation V (the number of
such vectors is Ncriteria) is in the space of given criteria.
2. Then we get Pareto optimal solutions V˜ ⊆ V the
nearest Pareto front to the origin of the criteria space:
V˜ = ParetoFront (V ), V˜ ∈ RNopt×Ncriteria (7)
where Nopt the number of Pareto optimal solutions.
3. The optimal solutions v˜ ∈ V˜ are scaled according to
each criterion to the interval [0; 1]:
V˜scaled =
V˜i − v˜min
v˜max − v˜min , v˜min ∈ R
Ncriteria ,
v˜min ∈ RNcriteria , i = 1 . . . Nopt (8)
where v˜max the vector of maximum values of V˜ for each
criterion, v˜min the vector of minimum values of V˜ for each
criterion.
Thus, the optimal solution is the solution closest to the
origin, and if any solution v˜ ∈ V˜ is the origin, then it is
optimal for any ϕ.
4. The vector ϕ in the space of criteria is defined.
We introduce the vector of the optimal solution, which
is the middle of the segment [0; 1] in the axes of the criteria
space:
ϕopt =
(
∀i : ϕ0 = · · · = ϕi = · · · = ϕNcriteria =
1
2
)
(9)
Conditions for ϕ are:
ϕ =
{
ϕopt , if ∀i : ϕi = 0,
ϕ ∈ [0; 1], otherwise. (10)
5. Project the vectors from the matrix V˜scaled onto the
vector ϕ:
V˜proj =
V˜ Tscaled · ϕ
‖ϕ‖ , V˜ ∈ R
Nopt . (11)
From (9) and (11) it follows that if the vectors ϕ and ϕopt
are collinear, then:
∃λ : ϕ = λ · ϕopt ⇒ V˜proj =
∑
i
[
1
ϕi
· V˜scaledi‖ϕ‖
]
∝
∝
∑
i
V˜scaledi =
∥∥∥V˜scaled∥∥∥
1
. (12)
That is, in the case of equality of all elements of ϕ, the
minimization problem reduces to finding the minimum L1-
norm V˜scaled.
From (11) it also follows that if some component of the
vector ϕ is equal to zero, then the corresponding criterion
will not affect the choice of the optimal hyperparameter. If
all criteria are equal to zero, except for one, then only the
criterion with a nonzero component of the vector ϕ will af-
fect the choice of optimal hyperparameters.
6. We find hyperparameters θ at which the minimum of
the vector V˜proj is reached:
θ = argmin
θ
V˜proj (13)
Fig. 1 shows an example solution using MTMC for ran-
dom numbers in the three-dimensional space.
4. Conducting experiments
First, the evaluation matrix V for the selected modelM
is obtained. Then, for various combinations of components
of ϕ, optimal hyperparameters are selected using MTMC.
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Figure 1. Example of a solution given by MTMC, green points
denote Pareto optimal solutions, blue vector is the vectorϕ, yellow
point denotes the optimal solution given by MTMC for a given ϕ.
4.1. Obtaining the evaluation matrix
The developed MTMC method is applied to solve the
problem of image classification. The problem we are solv-
ing is described in the article [4].
In [3], we selected the MobileNet neural network archi-
tecture [9] as a mathematical model for image processing.
The search for optimal hyperparameters was carried out
among two popular training methods: changing the learn-
ing speed based on the epoch lr = base lr · lr decayevoch
(where base lr is the initial learning rate, lr decay is the
coefficient of decreasing learning rate, epoch is the number
of epochs) and cyclical learning [13]. In cyclic learning,
there are three ways to change the learning rate:
1. triangular fixed initial learning rate (base lr), max-
imum fixed learning rate (max lr), learning rate increases
from base lr to max lr and decreases from max lr to base lr
linearly.
2. triangular2 fixed initial learning rate (base lr), max-
imum learning rate (max lr), learning rate, as in triangular,
varies linearly, but max lr in the learning process is halved.
3. exp range fixed initial learning rate (base lr), maxi-
mum learning rate (max lr), learning rate also changes lin-
early, but max lr in the learning process decreases exponen-
tially.
In the first learning method, the hyperparameters are the
value of the initial learning rate (base lr) and the coeffi-
cient of decreasing learning rate (lr decay). In the second
method, hyperparameters a way to change the learning rate
(cyclic mode), the value of the initial learning rate (base lr)
and maximum learning rate (max lr).
For each hyperparameter, a range of change and a con-
stant step of change within the range were selected. For
training, Grid search was used among Ncombination = 100
combinations of hyperparameters.
For each combination of hyperparameters, training was
carried out using cross-validation k-fold [15] with 10 folds.
For training, Keras framework was used [2]. The training
lasted 15 epochs; the test was carried out on Ntask = 5
different test sets. That is, 100 ·10 = 1000 is number of dif-
ferent neural networks, 15 · 1000 = 15000 neural networks
evaluations are conducted, 15000 ·5 = 75000 evaluation re-
sults are obtained. Neural networks trained on ten TPUs [1],
which took several days.
Among all epochs, for each fold and for each test set,
the maximum accuracy is selected, as well as the number of
the epoch at which the maximum accuracy is achieved. The
following values are calculated for each test set among the
folds: the expected value and the variance of the classifica-
tion error, the expected value and the variance of the epoch
number at which convergence on the test set is achieved. We
have obtained an evaluation matrix among all neural net-
works with their hyperparameters and among all test sam-
ples.
4.2. Processing the evaluation matrix
Based on (1), for each criterion, among all the samples,
the expected value is considered. That is, for all test sets,
the criteria: (i) the sample mean of the classification error,
(ii) the sample variance of the classification error, (iii) the
sample mean and (iv) sample variance of the epoch number
at which convergence is achieved in the test sample. These
values are the criteria for evaluating hyperparameters for
a certain test set (matrix V from (3)) with the number of
criteria Ncriteria = 4.
V˜ is calculated from (7), the number of Pareto optimal
solutions obtained is Nopt = 25. Optimal hyperparameters,
i.e., V˜ , are presented in Appendix A.
The vector of the optimal solution according to (9) for
Ncriteria = 4 is ϕopt = {0.5; 0.5; 0.5; 0.5}. Next, calcula-
tions are carried out according to (8) and (11), and for vari-
ous ϕ optimal solutions are chosen according to (5). These
optimal solutions are presented in Appendix B. Also, Ap-
pendix C shows the graphs of changes in the accuracy of
the neural network for each test set and each epoch for the
obtained optimal hyperparameters.
5. Conclusion
In this work, we proposed a new method for hyper-
parameter optimization among several tasks and several
criteria. We trained several neural networks with various
hyperparameters to solve the image classification problem.
Then, for these neural networks, evaluation matrices were
obtained on several tasks. We applied MTMC to these
matrices and got optimal solutions with different signifi-
cance coefficients. In the future, we will work to create a
meta-learning method that solves the same problem as the
method described in this article, but optimization will be
performed among various models.
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A. Pareto Optimal Hyperparameters
Table 1 and Table 2 show the Pareto optimal hyperpa-
rameters for the two learning methods.
base lr lr decay
0.001 0.75
0.001 0.8
0.005 0.75
0.01 0.9
0.01 0.95
Table 1. Pareto optimal solutions for the first learning method.
base lr max lr cyclic mode
0.0001 0.005 exp range
0.0001 0.005 triangular2
0.0005 0.001 exp range
0.0005 0.005 triangular2
0.001 0.0001 triangular2
0.001 0.0005 triangular
0.001 0.001 exp range
0.001 0.005 triangular2
0.005 0.0001 triangular
0.005 0.005 triangular
0.01 0.0001 triangular
0.01 0.0001 triangular2
0.01 0.005 triangular
0.01 0.005 triangular2
0.01 0.01 triangular
0.0001 0.0001 triangular
0.0005 0.001 triangular
0.0005 0.01 triangular2
0.001 0.005 triangular
0.005 0.01 triangular
Table 2. Pareto optimal solutions for the first learning method.
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B. MTMC Optimal Hyperparameters
Table 3 shows the optimal hyperparameters θ obtained
using MTMC method for given significance coefficients of
the criteria ϕ.
C. Accuracy of MTMC Optimal Solutions
The figures below show optimal solutions chosen by
MTMC method: 95% confidence intervals of the depen-
dence of accuracy on the fold / epoch and maximum accu-
racy for each of the folds (left) and box plot with maximum
accuracy for all test sets (right).
ϕ0 ϕ1 ϕ2 ϕ3 θ
0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 base lr=0.01,
max lr=0.01,
cyclic mode=triangular
0.0 0.5 0.5 0.5 base lr=0.01,
max lr=0.01,
cyclic mode=triangular
1.0 0.5 0.5 0.5 base lr=0.01,
max lr=0.01,
cyclic mode=triangular
0.5 0.0 0.5 0.5 base lr=0.005,
max lr=0.0001,
cyclic mode=triangular
0.5 1.0 0.5 0.5 base lr=0.01,
max lr=0.01,
cyclic mode=triangular
0.5 0.5 0.0 0.5 base lr=0.01,
max lr=0.01,
cyclic mode=triangular
0.5 0.5 1.0 0.5 base lr=0.01,
max lr=0.01,
cyclic mode=triangular
0.5 0.5 0.5 0.0 base lr=0.0001,
max lr=0.005,
cyclic mode=triangular2
0.5 0.5 0.5 1.0 base lr=0.01,
max lr=0.01,
cyclic mode=triangular
0.0 0.0 0.5 0.5 max lr=0.005,
lr decay=0.75
1.0 1.0 0.5 0.5 base lr=0.01,
max lr=0.01,
cyclic mode=triangular
0.5 0.5 0.0 0.0 base lr=0.0001,
max lr=0.005,
cyclic mode=triangular2
0.5 0.5 1.0 1.0 base lr=0.01,
max lr=0.01,
cyclic mode=triangular
1.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 base lr=0.0001,
max lr=0.005,
cyclic mode=triangular2
0.0 1.0 0.0 0.0 base lr=0.0001,
max lr=0.005,
cyclic mode=triangular2
0.0 0.0 1.0 0.0 max lr=0.005,
lr decay=0.75
0.0 0.0 0.0 1.0 base lr=0.0005,
max lr=0.001,
cyclic mode=exp range
Table 3. Optimal hyperparameters for relevant criteria significance
coefficients.
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Figure 2. max lr=0.005, lr decay=0.75
6
Figure 3. base lr=0.0001, max lr=0.005, cyclic mode=triangular2
7
Figure 4. base lr=0.0005, max lr=0.001, cyclic mode=exp range
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Figure 5. base lr=0.005, max lr=0.0001, cyclic mode=triangular
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Figure 6. base lr=0.01, max lr=0.01, cyclic mode=triangular
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